WORMCHARMING 2016: Music festival line-up
As usual, this year’s Wormcharming Festival will also be hosting some excellent, free music
for revellers to enjoy as they unwind in the garden of the George Inn after the
Wormcharming competition finishes.

13:45 to 14:15 The Nauti Buoys. The Nauti Buoys are a Dartmouth based shanty band
who have been described as being four old fools and a drink problem. More Bellowhead
than Fisherman's Friends they combine traditional sea songs and humour with high energy
performances. Probably quite dangerous in people of their age!
14:30 to 15:15 Bottled Blonde. Bottled Blonde are a fantastic female acoustic duo based in
Torbay. Vocalist and guitarist, Lara, is a versatile songstress and her lilting tone captivates
the listener. Lara has a wealth of experience and has previously played local pubs in the
Oxfordshire area. Having relocated to Torbay at the end of the summer of 2015 she has
teamed up with another female musician to form this brand new duo. Vocalist, pianist and
keyboard player, Hayley, is originally from Derbyshire and has played and entertained from a
very early age. Hayley is able to play and sing songs of various genres. Her enthusiasm for
entertaining is infectious and she has entertained both as a soloist and also within different
ensembles.
15:30 to 16:30 Medicine Hat. Medicine Hat incorporate musical genres such as Americana,
Blues, Soul and Reggae and present original arrangements of songs we know and love. The
band’s founder members, Mary and Bilbo, have been frequent performers at Wormcharming
over the years and played at the very first Wormcharming music festival.
16:45 to 17: 30 Harbottle and Jonas. Harbottle & Jonas are a stunning young folk duo
based in the wilderness of Totnes. Together they paint pictures with their words and share
stories of folk auld and new. They are hardworking songsmiths that place an emphasis on
musical independence, originality and breathe new life into Traditional English Folk songs.
They have already received plaudits from folk royalty including Seth Lakeman, Jon Boden
and BBC Introducing. They launch their new album in May and we welcome them to
Wormcharming for the third consecutive year.
17:45 to 18:30 Mother’s Ruin. Mother’s Ruin are an electric/acoustic folk band based in
South Devon. They play a range of original and folk rock covers (Including an original song
about worms!).
18:45 to 19:45 (and maybe beyond!) Square Zero. Square Zero are a 3 piece acoustic
band based in Torbay. They cover a range of music from current pop through classic 80’s to
indie, all in their own style but are adaptable and more than happy to play a specific
genre/style upon request.

Programme may be subject to change.

